First Day Assignment

For our first class on Aug. 23, 2016 at 2:10PM, please register for this course on TWEN, review both the Course Overview and the Course Schedule on TWEN, and prepare the following:


2.b. Read Gay Custody Fights Redefine Legal Parenthood [on TWEN];

2.c. Answer Opening Day Questions [on TWEN]—bring the answers to our first class.

Important Note: As stated in the Registration materials, there are three mandatory Skills Sessions in this course that do not occur during normal class hours. No student will be allowed to take this course unless he or she is able and committed to participating fully in all three sessions:

• Tuesday, August 30, 2016, from 6:00 to 8:00PM
• Friday, November 11, 2016, from 12:00Noon to 3:00PM
• Saturday, November 12, 2016, from 10:30AM to 3:30PM

The schedule is detailed in the Course Overview. These skills sessions involve outside lawyers and mediators and a great deal of planning. There will be no exceptions to the mandatory attendance requirement.

We look forward to seeing all of you.